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Abstract 

The current trend in research on cross-linguistic influence in multilingual learners is to 

analyze the learner language of students from the same linguistic background in order 

to discover general trends of influence. This approach does not allow for the analysis of 

idiosyncrasies in individuals, yet individual idiosyncrasies may be helpful in shedding 

light on the nature of the latent psychological structure proposed by Selinker (1972). In 

addressing this issue, this study examines the English and Russian learner language of 

a speaker of L1 Mandarin/Cantonese—L2 English—L3 Russian. The study seeks to add 

to the database in the field of L3 acquisition by providing examples of cross-linguistic 

influence and addressing the following questions: In interactions with the researcher 

during data collection, what was the status of the situational variables of Meisel (1983) 

and the factors that Grosjean (2001) identifies as predicting language modes? What 

cross-linguistic influence phenomena are present in the data set? The analysis of the 

data set reveals that, although a number of patterns of transfer and influence are 

explained by previous research, there are many idiosyncrasies that are not addressed 

by previous research and divergences that seem to contradict studies on groups of 

learners. In conclusion, more case studies will benefit the field of Third Language 

Acquisition by complementing the research carried out on groups of learners.  
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Introduction 

 The language of multilingual1 speakers is fascinating for many reasons, and one 

of the most-studied aspects of L3 acquisition2 is cross-linguistic influence between a 

multilingual’s language competencies (Cenoz, Hufeisen & Jessner, 2001). Cross-

linguistic influence is a term referring to “such phenomena as ‘transfer,’ ‘interference,’ 

‘avoidance,’ ‘borrowing’ and L2-related aspects of language loss” (Kellerman & 

Sharwood Smith, 1986). One reason for the interest in cross-linguistic influence in L3 

acquisition is that research on influence in multilinguals is fundamentally different than 

research on transfer in L2 acquisition. The reason for this is that the language 

competence of a multilingual speaker is not equal to the sum of monolingual 

competencies, thus complicating the assessment of influence (Cenoz, 2001). In L2 

acquisition, there is a bidirectional influence of L1 on L2 and L2 on L1 (Kecskes & Papp, 

2000). However, in L3 acquisition, influence occurs not only between L1 and L2, but 

also in two additional bidirectional relationships, L2<—>L3 and L1<—>L3 (Cenoz, 

2001). In this way, an examination of cross-linguistic influence in L3 acquisition can 

provide a very rich representation of how multiple language competencies interact to 

                                                
1 In this paper, “multilingual” and “polylingual” are used interchangeably to refer to individuals 
who are already proficient in three or more languages or are proficient in two languages and are 
actively learning a third. I will also operationalize the terms “proficient” and “proficiency” to refer 
to a level of language acquisition sufficient to serve as a source of language transfer/influence 
when acquiring an additional language. 
2 After Hammarberg (2001), L3 acquisition is used to refer to the process of learning a language 
after proficiency is attained in at least two languages. L3 here does not necessarily refer to the 
third language a speaker has learned, rather the language currently being learned. Languages 
previously acquired that are not native languages are referred to collectively as L2. In this study, 
the participant acquired two languages in childhood, so the native languages will be referred to 
collectively as L1. 
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scaffold the acquisition of an additional language and shed light on the cognitive 

processes involved. 

The Latent Structures 

 In the field of Second Language Acquisition, there are multiple theories that have 

postulated the processes at work during language acquisition. The “latent language 

structure” (Lenneberg, 1967) deserves attention in that it is one of the foundational 

theories of language acquisition. Lenneberg advances a biological theory of language 

development and provides evidence to support a number of important and relevant 

principles. First, cognitive function is a much more fundamental process than language 

and, therefore, language is more dependent on cognition than vice versa. Secondly, the 

cognitive function that serves as the basis for language is a human adaptation of the 

process of “categorization and extraction of similarities” which is universal among 

vertebrates (Lenneberg, 1967, 374). The implication of these two principles is that our 

human cognitive processes constitute an inherent capacity for language. This capacity 

develops ontologically as the human matures, eventually resulting in a state Lenneberg 

termed “language-readiness” (Lenneberg, 1967, 374), occurring around the age of two. 

This language-readiness is a state of latent language structure, which is then 

transformed into “realized structure,” a particular grammar, through environmental 

conditioning. Language-readiness, then, is “an example of… a state of disequilibrium 

during which the mind creates a place into which the building blocks of language may 

fit” (Lenneberg, 1967, 376). This biological explanation of language development is 

important to the SLA researcher in that the latent language structure presented here is a 
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temporal state of readiness of acquisition that a human being passes through during 

maturation. Lenneberg’s theory, then, supports the hypothesis of a critical period for 

language. Language acquisition outside of this critical period is limited, before the CP, 

by the immaturity of cognitive processes and, after the CP, by a “loss of adaptability and 

inability for reorganization of the brain” (Lenneberg, 1967, 179). 

 A second process of language acquisition proposed by Selinker (1972) is the 

“latent psychological structure,” which is separate from and exists in addition to the 

latent language structure. Selinker advanced this theory to account for the mental 

processes at work when learning languages after the end of the CP, when the latent 

language structure has already become the realized structure. In that the latent 

psychological structure exists in addition to the latent language structure, there are 

important distinctions to be made between the two. With the latent psychological 

structure, 

 “there is no genetic time table; there is no direct counterpart to any grammatical  

 concept such as ‘universal grammar’; there is no guarantee that this latent  

 structure will be activated at all; there is no guarantee that the latent structure will  

 be ‘realized’ into the actual structure of any natural language (i.e. there is no  

 guarantee that attempted learning will prove successful), and there is every  

 possibility that an overlapping exists between the latent language acquisition  

 structure and other intellectual structures. (Selinker, 1972, 212) 

The latent psychological structure includes the ability of adults to make “interlingual 

identifications” (Weinreich, 1968), which are essentially comparisons between the 
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language(s) that a learner knows and the language being learned. This is an important 

notion, as the comparisons happen across language domains (phonology, morphology, 

syntax, etc.) and can result in either accurate elements (“positive transfer”) or inaccurate 

elements (“negative transfer”). For example, the vowels of Spanish and Russian are 

very similar and so, on the whole, speakers of Spanish learning Russian will find the 

vowels of Russian relatively easy to produce due to positive transfer of phonology. 

Vowels in English and Russian, however, are very different and so, on the whole, 

English speakers learning Russian will sound much more “foreign” in comparison to a 

Spanish speaker due to negative transfer. Understanding transfer is central to 

understanding the latent psychological structure because, perhaps due to the loss of 

adaptability postulated by Lenneberg, adults utilize transfer, particularly at lower 

proficiency levels, as a tool in L2 acquisition (Cenoz, 2001). By expanding the idea of 

transfer to L3 and noting that linguistic influence is not unidirectional (as discussed in 

the introduction), the rationale for the study of cross-linguistic influence becomes clear. 

Language Privilege in L3 Acquisition 

 The two latent structures discussed above have served as the basis of numerous 

studies on the role of cross-linguistic influence in L3 acquisition, with very different 

theoretical implications. A common thread in these studies is the identification of the 

privileged language (i.e. which language is favored and more activated as a source for 

interlingual identifications) and possible explanations for the observed privilege (i.e. why 

the privileged language is favored over other languages). Research conducted along 

these lines typically recognizes one of three prevailing rationales for cross-linguistic 
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influence. These rationales will now be identified and explored with exemplars that are 

relevant to this study. 

L1 Privilege and the UG Perspective 

 There is a large body of research that identifies L1 privilege in the L3 production 

of language learners (see Leung, 2009). These studies often approach L3 from a 

Universal Grammar perspective and therefore often explore the latent language 

structure and the consequences of the realized structure on adult language acquisition. 

Na Ranong and Leung (2009) carried out a study on the production of null objects in 

speakers of L1 Thai—L2 English—L3 Mandarin on a Chinese language task and 

compared their language to L1 English—L2 Mandarin speakers on the same task. Thai 

and Mandarin are both null argument languages, meaning that subjects and objects can 

be omitted without violating any rules of syntax. The following are examples of 

constructions whose counterparts are grammatical in both Thai and Mandarin. Since 

English syntax requires subjects and objects, none of the following constructions are 

grammatical in English.3 

(a)  *∅ saw Bill 
(b) *John saw ∅ 
(c) *∅ saw ∅ 
(d) *John said that ∅ saw Bill 
(e) *John said that Bill saw ∅ 
(f) *John said that ∅ saw ∅ 
(Na Ranong & Leung, 2009, 165) 

Although Thai and Mandarin allow for null objects, there is controversy over whether null 

objects have the same status in both languages, as researchers have different intuitions 
                                                
3 In these examples, ∅ is used to denote where a subject or object has been omitted 
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about the pronominal status of null objects (Na Ranong & Leung, 2009, 164). In this 

way, this study is justified as testing L1 privilege and not typological privilege (see 

below). The results of the study were fascinating in that the L1 Thai and L1 English 

groups both performed similarly in the Mandarin task on a surface level, showing that 

the L1 English group had acquired the null object condition on a level similar to the L1 

Thai group. However the L1 Thai group exhibited much more sensitivity to the subtle 

distinctions between null objects and overt objects in discourse than did the L1 English 

group. The authors conclude that, although L1 and typology are somewhat confounded 

in this study, the data suggest that L1 plays a privileged role in the acquisition of L3 

syntax, at least in the case of null objects in Mandarin (Na Ranong & Leung, 2009, 185). 

 Another study supporting L1 privilege was conducted by Jin (2005) and also 

examined the status of null objects. This study observed the status of objects/null 

objects in the interlanguage of speakers of L1 Mandarin—L2 English—L3 Norwegian. 

As discussed earlier, Mandarin allows for null objects, but English does not and neither 

does Norwegian, a Germanic language which is typologically much closer to English 

than to Mandarin. Jin employed a grammaticality judgment and correction task in 

English and Norwegian and found that the participants were successful at identifying 

ungrammatical null object sentences in English but not in Norwegian. This outcome 

suggests that L1 syntax plays a privileged role in L3 acquisition even when a 

typologically closer L2 has been acquired (Jin 2005). 

 The studies examined above suggest that a learner’s L1 plays a privileged role in 

the deep syntax of the L3. These findings support the concept of the realized structure 
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of Lenneberg (1967) and furthermore suggest that, as far as deep syntax is concerned, 

many of the interlingual identifications made by an L3 learner are to a great extent 

based on the grammatical rules of the L1. 

L2 Privilege and the Psycholinguistic and Sociolinguistic Perspectives 

 A second body of research has supported the idea of L2 privilege in L3 

acquisition. In contrast with the studies on L1 privilege, these studies typically do not 

approach research from a Universal Grammar perspective but from a psycholinguistic or 

sociolinguistic perspective (see Cenoz, Hufeisen & Jessner, 2001). Studies that suggest 

L2 privilege often focus on cross-linguistic influence at the lexical level in contrast with 

the syntax-focused studies that suggest L1 privilege. 

 Hammarberg (2001) conducted a study on Sarah, a learner of Swedish with L1 

English—L2 French, Italian, and German. In this study, the interaction of English and 

German on the acquisition of Swedish was investigated, as the influence of French and 

Italian was found to be rather negligible due to the lower proficiency levels in these 

languages and the recency of learning (German was used regularly more recently than 

French and Italian). Theoretically, typology is not an issue in this study, as German and 

English are both West Germanic languages and Swedish is a North Germanic language 

(although see discussion of psychotypology below). The results of the study showed 

that when language switching occurred, Sarah preferred English for pragmatic purposes 

but used German in a seemingly non-intentional way (or at least in a way without any 

identifiable pragmatic purpose). In other words, switches to English were “genuine” 

switches that were not an attempt at expression in the L3, whereas switches to German 
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usually consisted of inserting function words into the stream of L3 speech.4 This 

suggests that English plays a privileged role when a language switch is purposefully 

initiated (English plays this role because of situational variables; Sarah and 

Hammarberg converse primarily in English outside of the context of the study) and that 

German switches are caused by a lapse in L3 formulation and are not caused by a 

language choice. Hammarberg defines these roles as “instrumental”5 and “supplier”6 

languages, where English is an external instrumental language and German is an 

external supplier language in Sarah’s acquisition of Swedish (Hammarberg, 2001, 35-

36). This study is an exemplar of a learner’s L2 in a privileged and highly activated role 

in the production of L3, as the influence from L2 to L3 occurs in a way that appears to 

be unmeditated and unintentional, whereas L1 influence is more intentional and 

strategic. 

The Influence of Typology 

 A third pattern of influence that has emerged from L3 research is the effect of 

typology on cross-linguistic influence. Cenoz (2001) conducted a study on students of 

English in grades two, six, and nine in the Basque region of Spain. The students were 

categorized into one of three groups based on their language competencies, either L1 

                                                
4 The transfer of function words is interesting in that function words are used to express 
grammatical functions. In this way, the line between the domains of syntax and lexicon is 
blurred, so this study may provide evidence of syntactic influence of L2 on L3 in addition to 
lexical influence. 
5 The language(s) kept separate from the L3 and used largely with a metalinguistic function 
(Williams & Hammarberg, 1998) 
6 The non-L3 language predominantly used to supply material for lexical construction attempts 
in the L3 which is activated in parallel to the L3 interlanguage and underlies L3 production 
(Williams & Hammarberg, 1998) 
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Basque—L2 Spanish, L1 Spanish—L2 Basque, or L1 Basque and Spanish. It is 

important to note that Spanish is an Indo-European language and typologically much 

closer to English than Basque, which is a language isolate. The participants told a story 

based on 24 pictures in English and the data was analyzed for transfer, including 

borrowings and foreignizings. The results showed that Spanish was by far the most 

utilized source of transfer to English L3 among all three groups of students, but that 

Basque was a greater source of transfer among students with L1 Spanish—L2 Basque 

than in the other two groups. Since Spanish is typologically closer to English than 

Basque, this provides evidence for typology as the most influential factor on cross-

linguistic influence in this study, followed by the L2 (Cenoz, 2001). Recall the issue of 

typology discussed in Na Ranong & Leung (2009), where the conclusion of L1 privilege 

was complicated because the subjects’ L1 Thai was typologically much closer to L3 

than their L2 English. In this case, there appears to be justification for concluding that 

the influence of typology on the activation of Thai is a factor in addition to the effect of 

L1 privilege. 

 A confounding factor of typology has to do with the learner’s perception of 

linguistic distance, which may differ from theoretical classifications of typology. 

Kellerman (1983) coined this perception of linguistic distance “psychotypology.” 

Researchers have found psychotypology to have a powerful effect on cross-linguistic 

influence (see Cenoz, 2001). For example, consider Sarah from Hammarberg (2001) 

(discussed above). In this case, her L1 English and L2 German were in theory equally 

linguistically distant from her L3 Swedish. However, it is possible that Sarah perceived 
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German to be linguistically closer based on her experience with the languages (e.g. 

perhaps she found there to be more cognates between German and Swedish than 

between English and Swedish). 

Identifying the Source of Transfer 

 An attempt to discern language privilege can be facilitated by identifying the 

source and direction(s) of transfer in a learner’s interlanguage. Finding patterns of 

transfer assists in isolating the factors that condition transfer; thus the source languages 

and variables that resulted in the leverage of transfer can be identified. An early 

discussion of the transfer of previously learned foreign languages to a new language is 

taken up by Meisel (1983), who presents evidence that transfer is a strategy leveraged 

by language learners and is dependent on and conditioned by social circumstances 

(e.g. transfer is favored by classroom situations): 

 In sum, my claim is that certain situational variables stimulate the L2 acquirers’  

 ability to make use of previously acquired linguistic knowledge. These variables  

 may be sociolinguistic in nature (interlocutors’ knowledge of L1, the topic of  

 conversation if it refers to a domain which is tied to the use of L1, etc.), or they  

 emphasize formal aspects of language, as opposed to communicative needs.  

 (Meisel, 1983, 18) 

Here, Meisel discusses ‘situational variables’ that are foundational to the 

psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic approach of L3 acquisition (Meisel uses L2 to refer 

to any language learned after L1 and does not distinguish between L2 and L3). First, 

transfer is not a given in learner language but is leveraged when conditions are 
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favorable for using transfer as a strategy. For example, the average language 

classroom favors transfer because of the emphasis on formal aspects of language and 

not on communicative needs. This means that the context in which a speaker uses L3 

affects how the L3 is constructed by favoring certain resources and strategies (such as 

transfer) over others. Secondly, the interlocutor has a direct effect on a polylingual, as 

the language competencies of the interlocutor condition the language used in 

conversation (e.g. if individuals performing in an L2 or L3 share an L1, the L1 may be 

more activated as a source of transfer) (Meisel, 1983, 18). Finally, the topic of 

conversation also conditions the language of a polylingual, as he or she will likely have 

varying competencies in different language domains (e.g. a L1 English—L2 Spanish 

speaker who studied Spanish exclusively in an American classroom will likely be more 

comfortable with formal, academic Spanish than with slang and colloquialisms) 

(confirmed by Selinker & Douglas, 1985). The interaction of these variables and their 

influence on the language of adult learners is fundamental to the psycholinguistic and 

sociolinguistic approach to L3 acquisition. 

 The concept of “language modes” (Grosjean, 2001) is helpful in ascribing transfer 

phenomena in that it allows a multidimensional analysis of the activation of a learner’s 

languages based on a number of different factors, many of which overlap with Meisel’s 

situational variables. Grosjean (2001) defines language modes as “the state of 

activation of the bilingual’s languages and language processing mechanisms at a given 

point in time” (2); this activation is usually unconscious and is based on psychological 

and linguistic factors: 
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 [These] range from factors that concern participants (language proficiency,  

 language mixing habits and attitudes, usual mode of interaction), to situational  

 factors (physical location, presence of monolinguals, formality), to factors that  

 deal with form and content (language used, topic, amount of mixed language)  

 and with the language act (communicate information, create a social distance,  

 etc.), all the way to specific research factors (aims of the study taking place, type  

 and organization of the stimuli, task used, instructions, etc.). (Grosjean, 2001, 17)  

Since there are many similarities between the situational variables of Meisel (1983) and 

the factors of Grosjean (2001), they will be considered together in establishing John’s 

language modes and, thereby, identifying sources of transfer in the data set. 

Cross-Linguistic Influence and Predictability 

 Informed in part by the research on cross-linguistic influence in L3 acquisition, 

applied linguists have examined the issue of predictability in learners’ interlanguage 

development. The contrastive analysis hypothesis (Lado, 1957) was an early proposal 

that cited transfer from L1 as the source of learner language. According to this 

hypothesis, the linguistic features of an L2 that are similar to the learner’s native 

language are easy to acquire and those that are different are difficult. This has since 

been discounted by subsequent research (see Tarone, 2012; Odlin, 2014), as 

contrastive analysis does not accurately predict all the difficulties that learners face 

when acquiring L2. Current research on transfer and cross-linguistic analysis seeks to 

establish the extent to which cross-linguistic influence is useful in predicting the 

interlanguage development of language learners. Odlin (2014) discusses some of the 
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current issues of predictability, some of which are particularly relevant to this study. 

First, a deeper investigation of predictions made by researchers can help explain the 

particulars of the latent psychological structure, including the role of transfer and cross-

linguistic influence, by examining the cognitive systems at work in L3 acquisition, 

language-specific and otherwise. Secondly, although it often seems possible to predict 

group tendencies based on cross-linguistic influence in language acquisition, the utility 

of prediction for individuals is limited for three reasons: multilingualism (i.e. in L3 

acquisition it is difficult to predict which language(s) will be activated at any given time), 

idiosyncrasy in forms (i.e. individual variation in understanding how features of the L3 

operate), and idiosyncrasy in meanings (i.e. individual variation in what is actually meant 

when employing a language feature) (Odlin, 2014). For these reasons, there is a need 

in the field of L3 acquisition for case studies which investigate cross-linguistic influence 

in the language of multilinguals. 

 The current case study seeks to add to the database in the field of L3 acquisition 

by providing examples of cross-linguistic influence in the speech of John, a speaker of 

L1 Mandarin and Cantonese—L2 English—L3 Russian. The learner’s speech is 

analyzed for the elements discussed in this review, namely situational variables and 

language mode, direction(s) of influence, interlingual identifications, positive and 

negative transfer, and language privilege, in order to provide a picture of how one 

multilingual utilizes his multiple language capacities in speech. This case study seeks to 

address the following research questions:  
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1. In John's interactions with the researcher during data collection, what was the status 

of the situational variables of Meisel (1983) and the factors that Grosjean (2001) 

identifies as predicting John's language modes? 

2. What cross-linguistic influence phenomena are present in the data set? 

 

Participants 

 The participant in my study, John, was an international student enrolled at the 

University of Minnesota. We met through a Russian language course. He was pursuing 

a double major in Russian studies and Spanish and Portuguese studies.7 John is from 

Hong Kong and lived there until beginning his studies at university. He speaks Mandarin 

and Cantonese as L1; Mandarin is spoken at home and Cantonese was the language 

he used in the community, at school, and with his friends. He reported being “nearly 

equally” proficient in both, but prefers to speak Mandarin because his family speaks 

Mandarin. John’s parents speak English, but he reported never using English at home 

with his family. John began studying English in kindergarten as a required subject in 

school. When asked about his interests in English, John replied that he was interested 

in British culture, more so than American culture, and enjoyed reading British novels. 

Since his university friends are also from China, John rarely uses English for social 

                                                
7 John added the Spanish and Portuguese Studies major after I conducted the first interview. 
Although possible, it is unlikely that John leveraged these languages for transfer due to his 
relatively lower proficiency in these languages and because his interlocutor did not speak these 
languages. Furthermore, he uses these languages only in academic settings at this time and 
therefore does not have high social language competence. By Grosjean and Meisel’s criteria, 
these languages should be unactivated during our interaction and this study will not consider 
these additional languages in its analysis. 
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functions. When asked what he does to improve his English, John replied that he likes 

to read Shakespeare and that his favorite English novel is Jane Eyre, but that he does 

not seek out speaking practice. 

 John’s L3 is Russian, which he had studied for two and a half years prior to our 

initial interview, one year in China (in a formal language class) and one and a half years 

at the University of Minnesota. His interest in Russian was stimulated by a series of trips 

he took to Russia with his family, which he said left an “unforgettable impression.” John 

also likes Russian literature, including classics by Leo Tolstoy and modern works by 

Svetlana Alexievich. John reported that he seeks out speaking practice with Russian 

professors at university. He was taking two Russian classes, one advanced language 

class and one course on Pushkin’s Queen of Spades. In summary, John’s language 

capacities are as follows: L1 Mandarin and Cantonese, L2 English (studied since 

kindergarten, used mostly in academic settings but also used to socialize in the United 

States), L3 Russian (studied for two and a half years, one year in a classroom in China 

and one and a half years at the University of Minnesota, used for academic purposes). 

 The classrooms in which John has learned English and Russian appear to have 

affected his language attitudes. Of the English instruction John received in school, about 

half was from native speakers from the Commonwealth and half from natives of Hong 

Kong. This may explain in part his preference for British English and culture over 

American English and culture. John’s Russian classes have always been taught by 

“strict teachers,” meaning instructors whose grammar instruction aligns with the “get it 

right from the beginning” approach. As a result, John’s claim that “Russians are so picky 
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about their grammar” (personal correspondence) suggests that the insistence on correct 

grammar in the classroom has impacted his perception of the language attitudes of 

Russians. 

 John told me that his English proficiency is much higher than his Russian 

proficiency. This belief is supported by a CAF analysis that I carried out on the data set 

which suggests that John’s English is more complex, accurate, and fluent than his 

Russian. The results of the CAF analysis are given in Appendix B. Furthermore, John’s 

score on the TOEFL was a 93 (speaking subscore 19) and he was placed in a third 

semester Russian class based on the university placement assessment. Overall, this 

attests to the veracity of John’s self-assessment. 

 John’s professional aspirations involve graduate studies in Spanish and Russian 

linguistics, and our conversations yielded extensive information on John’s own 

perceptions of how he learns and uses languages. There were three particularly 

interesting topics that are relevant here: how previous language knowledge has helped 

John learn additional languages, John’s perceptions of typology (i.e. psychotypology), 

and how John uses language now. 

 John had very strong feelings on how helpful his previous languages have been 

in acquiring additional languages. First, he felt that L1 capacity (Mandarin and 

Cantonese) has not been helpful in any way in the acquisition of L3 (Russian). He felt 

that there were no similarities in grammar or lexicon that would allow him to leverage L1 

in L3 acquisition. He reported that L1 was likewise unhelpful in L2 (English) acquisition. 

Although he felt that there was some shared vocabulary in Cantonese and English, this 
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was negligible overall in aiding his L2 acquisition. Concerning the influence between L2 

and L3, John reported that L2 has aided L3 acquisition “a little” due to shared 

vocabulary that came from Latin. He also reported that L3 has helped him use L2 

grammar more precisely in areas such as direct and indirect objects, “I think I can use 

the English grammar more precisely after studying the Russian language” (personal 

correspondence). 

 Concerning language typology, John felt that his languages were very distant 

from one another. He reported that Russian was a “weirdo” language and not similar to 

either L1 or L2, “[Russian is] a totally different language, like Finnish.”8 He also identified 

English as “absolutely not similar to Chinese.”  

 John reported using his languages for different purposes due to factors of context 

and proficiency. Since he studies at a university in the United States, he uses English in 

class with his classmates and always speaks English with his professors. Outside of the 

university, John uses English with his American friends and acquaintances. Therefore, 

John currently uses his L2 for academic and social purposes due to the current context 

of studying at the University of Minnesota. Most of John’s friends are from China, 

however, so he spends most of his social life conversing in Mandarin, meaning that he 

uses L1 for social purposes. John does not currently use Russian for any social 

purpose; he speaks Russian only in his Russian language classes and with his Russian 

tutor, so Russian is used exclusively for academic purposes. John reports choosing not 

                                                
8 John referenced Finnish (a non Indo-European language) because he knew I had recently 
taken an introductory Finnish course and he wanted to illustrate how dissimilar he perceived 
Russian to be from Mandarin, Cantonese, and English. 
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to speak Russian with his Russian-speaking classmates currently. He believes that his 

English proficiency is much higher than his Russian proficiency, and this pushes him to 

speak English for communicative ease, and his use of Russian outside of the classroom 

is directly linked to how motivated he feels in class. John reported that his Russian 

instructor this semester speaks a lot of English in class and this has resulted in a lack of 

motivation to practice his Russian. To this, John added “I’m in the United States so I 

must use English to communicate with others.” 

Instrumentation 

 In collecting my data, I chose to use the interview questions from Tarone and 

Swierzbin (2009, xviii). I translated questions 3 through 9 from English into Russian to 

use during the Russian portion of the interview, changing questions about John’s 

experience with the English language for questions about his experience with the 

Russian language. In the Russian portion, I chose to use informal second person forms 

with John; this was more appropriate due to our social standing and familiarity. The 

English and Russian versions of these questions are given in Appendix A. 

Data Collection 

 Having secured John’s informed consent for an interview, I conducted it in one 

session in Fall 2015 at a coffee shop on the University of Minnesota campus. The 

overall atmosphere was very informal to create the feeling of a conversation more than 

a research situation. To this end, I also interacted with John and asked follow-up 

questions that were not planned beforehand. I conducted the interview in two parts, first 

entirely in English, then in Russian, and collected the interview using recording software 
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on my mobile phone. There was a short pause between the two parts as I saved the 

English recording and queued the Russian recording. I collected 6 minutes and 46 

seconds of English interview data and 12 minutes and 5 seconds of Russian interview 

data. 

 After I analyzed the initial interview, I decided to collect additional biographical 

information about John’s language learning experience. I scheduled a follow-up 

interview in Spring 2016. The conversation was very informal and was conducted in 

English at John’s place of residence. 

 

Data Analysis 

 I made a transcription of the initial interview for analysis of John’s responses to 

my questions in terms of content and linguistic forms. The English portion of the 

interview is given in Appendix C and the Russian portion in Appendix D.  I then divided 

the transcripts into AS-units (Foster, Tonkyn & Wigglesworth, 2000) to aid with my data 

analysis. An AS-unit consists of “an independent clause, or sub-clausal unit, together 

with any subordinate clause(s) associated with either” (365). In situations where 

intonation and/or a pause of at least 0.5 seconds indicated that John had finished a 

thought group and was starting a new one, even when the following formulation was a 

continuation of the previous phrase, I considered this a AS-unit boundary. The reason 

for this is that John’s speech was often very formal and, particularly in Russian, marked 

by long sentences which were clearly not one single formulation. This created difficulties 
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in defining AS-unit boundaries and I used my discretion to do so when the distinction 

was unclear. 

 To answer my first research question (In John's interactions with the researcher 

during data collection, what was the status of the situational variables of Meisel (1983) 

and the factors that Grosjean (2001) identifies as predicting John's language modes?), I 

identified and responded to the situational variables/factors relevant to the study based 

on the content from my interview with John. Having established John’s language 

modes, I turned to my second research question (What cross-linguistic influence 

phenomena are present in the data set?). To answer this question, I identified patterns 

of cross-linguistic influence in John’s speech, often using language mode to ascribe 

source of influence, and compared these results with the literature outlined above.  

 To identify patterns of cross-linguistic influence, I began by locating errors in 

John’s speech in the transcript. During this stage, I consulted with a Russian language 

professor in order to ensure an accurate error analysis in the Russian portion of the 

interview. I also consulted a Chinese graduate student (L1 Mandarin) who helped me 

analyze the transcripts for evidence of cross-linguistic influence from John’s L1. In this 

paper, I use two different conventions when providing examples of English and Russian 

errors. When providing an example in English, I simple copy in the line with the error 

and then discuss the error. For Russian, I use a three line gloss. The first line is the line 

with the error, given in Cyrillic since Appendix D, the Russian transcript, is in Cyrillic. I 

then give a word-for-word English translation beneath the Cyrillic example. Finally, I 

translate the example into its equivalent English, trying to reflect the style of the original 
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utterance and any errors that it may contain. I then discuss the error following the gloss. 

Since I discuss each error following the example in a way that is relevant to this study, I 

did not mark errors in the gloss and I chose to simply translate each word with the 

English equivalent instead of using abbreviations (e.g. instead of marking поступил in 

the gloss as matriculate-M.SG.PST, I simply use “matriculated”). 

 I defined an error as an utterance that violated a rule of syntax or formal 

semantics. An example of a syntactic error occurs in line 23 in the English transcript, 

Example 1 
23  I think is from my infancy. Is while I was three years old, I guess. 
 
In both of these sentences, John drops the subject that agrees with the coupla, thereby 

violating English syntax. An example of a semantic error occurs in line 71 in the English 

transcript,  

Example 2 
71  …because I use English every day, every time… 

Here, John uses “every time,” which cannot refer to a continuous state, when the 

context requires “all the time,” which does. I did not count as an error John’s answer to 

the question “did you learn to speak English at home the first time?” 

Example 3 
26  “no I had kindergarten”  

Although this answer does not exactly follow the flow of discourse, it does not violate 

any errors of syntax or formal semantics. 

 Analyzing the Russian portion presented additional complexities due to the highly 

inflective nature of Russian syntax. In identifying errors, if one error resulted in 
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additional incorrect forms (e.g. due to case), the error was counted only once. An 

example of this comes from line 36, 

Example 4 
36  …и   потому что я  думаю это, это в  первом уровене… 
       and    because    I    think     it      it   in    first       level 
      …and because I think it, it’s in the first level…  
 
I counted two errors in this phrase, the first in verb tense (John did not use the past 

tense) and the second in the inclusion of the preposition ‘в’ (‘v’, in), which is incorrect 

here. I did not count the use of prepositional case with “first level” as an additional error 

because the preposition ‘в’ governs prepositional case, and so this would be counting a 

single error twice. Similarly, situations in which using an incorrect content word resulted 

in the incorrect use of a corresponding preposition due to necessity of syntax, I counted 

only one error. An example of this comes from line 29, 

Example 5 
29  я    поступил    в   класс 
      I   matriculated  in   grade  
      I matriculated in a grade 
 
The target phrase is я записался на курс (‘ya zapisalsya na kurs’, I enrolled in a 

course). Here, I counted two errors, not three, one with the incorrect verb поступил 

(‘postupil', matriculated) and one due to the incorrect word класс (‘klass,’ grade level in 

school). The preposition в is required with the word класс, but на (‘na’, on) is required 

with курс (‘kurs’, course). For this reason, I did not count the incorrect preposition as an 

additional error. 

 

Results 
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The research questions are:  

1. In John's interactions with the researcher during data collection, what was the status 

of the situational variables of Meisel (1983) and the factors that Grosjean (2001) 

identifies as predicting John's language modes? 

2. What cross-linguistic influence phenomena are present in the data set? 

Situational variables influencing language modes 

 We will first consider the situational variables and factors that predict John’s 

language modes. Interlocutor language capacity, which refers to my language 

capacities (L1 English, L2 Russian9), is one variable identified by both Meisel (1983) 

and Grosjean (2001). My proficiency in English is higher than my proficiency in Russian; 

therefore, this variable predicts that John is more likely to activate English than Russian 

when speaking to me. Indeed, we speak almost exclusively in English outside of the 

research environment, which indicates his preference for communication in English. A 

second variable “usual mode of interaction,” is related in that, since communication in 

English is the established norm in our interactions, the effect of English preference is 

compounded. The topic of conversation/language domain is another variable influencing 

John’s language choice. Based on our second interview, it is clear that John currently 

uses Russian solely for academic purposes and not for social purposes. On the other 

hand, he uses social English regularly because he lives in America. The result is that 

John’s social English seems to be much more advanced and is more readily accessible 

                                                
9 Although I have not taken a Russian proficiency exam, I have recently been rated Advanced 
Low on the ACTFL scale based on a conversation with a Russian professor at the University of 
Minnesota 
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for leveraging in social situations than his social Russian. Since the interview questions 

that I asked in both English and Russian were mostly of a personal nature and therefore 

required social language proficiency, it follows that John’s English was more activated 

than Russian during our exchanges. Since the first interview was conducted in a coffee 

shop and the second at John’s place of residence, the environment during my data 

collection was informal and comfortable, which gave a more social, relaxed feel to our 

interaction rather than a formal research atmosphere. The variables physical location 

and formality, then, point to a further activation of English because of John’s social 

language capacities. In sum, my analysis suggests that these factors resulted in high 

activation of John’s L2, since his interlocutor had L1 English and no proficiency in 

John’s L1, and his general proficiency and social language competence is much higher 

in L2 than in L3. 

 In terms of cross-linguistic influence, recency is a variable that affects the L2 

learner’s leverage of a language as a source of transfer (Hammarberg, 2001) and its 

implications are considered for its possible effect on John’s language modes. Since 

John uses his L2 in everyday social situations and thereby maintains easy access to it, 

recency suggests that John’s L2 is easily activated as a source of transfer in social 

situations. On the other hand, John does not currently use Russian for social purposes 

and, according to our second interview, he has never had the opportunity to use social 

Russian on a regular basis. Therefore, recency suggests that Russian is more difficult 

for him to access in social interaction as a source of transfer. Typology is also worth 

mentioning here as a possible source of transfer, as John’s languages are all rather 
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typologically distinct. Certainly, Mandarin and Cantonese are fully unrelated to English 

and Russian. English and Russian are both Indo-European languages and therefore 

typologically closer to one another than to John’s L1, although these languages are still 

relatively typologically distant from one another. Typological analysis, then, suggests 

more transfer between L2 and L3 than between L1 and L2/L3, but also suggests that 

the effect of typology and psychotypology10 on transfer should be relatively low. 

 To sum up, analysis of the situational variables and factors considered above in 

concert with recency, proficiency, and language typology identifies English as a favored 

language and as a source of transfer; therefore, it should be expected that the pattern of 

L2—>L3 transfer would be most strongly represented in the data set. Based on these 

criteria, John’s language modes can be represented thus: in John’s L2 language mode, 

English is the most highly activated, Mandarin is activated, and the activation of Russian 

is very low; that is, when speaking L2, there should be minor evidence in John’s speech 

of influence from L111 and little to no influence from L312. In John’s L3 language mode, 

Russian is the most highly activated, English is very highly activated, and Mandarin is 

activated; that is, when speaking L3, there should be considerable evidence in John’s 

speech of transfer from L213 and minor evidence of influence from L114. 

                                                
10 John considers all of his languages distinct and unrelated (personal communication) 
11 Encouraged by proficiency and the realized structure (Lenneberg, 1967), discouraged by 
interlocutor language capacities and typology 
12 Minimally encouraged by typology, discouraged by proficiency, interlocutor language 
capacities, language domain and recency 
13 Encouraged by typology, proficiency, interlocutor language capacities, language domain, and 
recency 
14 Encouraged by proficiency and the realized structure, discouraged by interlocutor language 
capacities and typology 
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Cross-linguistic influence on learner language 

We will next consider cross-linguistic influences on the errors John made in his 

production of both English and Russian.   

 

Errors due to L1—>L2 influence 

 The data contain several errors in L2 English that are clearly due to the influence 

of L1 Mandarin. In Example 5, there are errors in English word order: 

Example 5 
12 Uh… I speak English, and Russian I’m studying, and Spanish, yep, I’m studying 

In Example 5, John uses OSV word order twice with “Russian I’m studying” and 

“Spanish I’m studying.” I interpret the errors in Example 5 as a result of transfer of the 

topic-comment structure of Mandarin to English, as topic-comment structure is a 

commonly transferred element among Mandarin L1 speakers (Jin, 1994). John places 

Russian and Spanish, the topics, before the subject and verb and in the process 

violates the English SVO word order parameter. This appears to be an appropriation of 

L1 Mandarin syntax in English L2. 

 Examples 6 through 13 involve errors with omitted dummy subjects. I have used 

the symbol ∅ to show where the dummy subject “it” should occur. 

Example 6 
23 I think ∅ is from my infancy ∅ is while I was three years old I guess 
 
Example 7 
31 Ye-, I- I think ∅ is a common situation that, I mean the Chinese students are learning 
 
Example 8 
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35 Well, I think ∅ is hard to answer it. Uh… 
 
Example 9 
47 the English grammar and, ∅ is just like that and we have some activities to [practish] 
 
Example 10 
50 ∅ is like that 
 
Example 11 
53 uh… ∅ is half and half… 
 
Example 12 
64 Oh, ∅ is paper test 
 
Example 13 
71 I didn’t practice it, because I use English every day so I think ∅ is is a kind of  
     practice 

This parameter of dummy subject in English is not present in either Mandarin or in 

Russian; in both of these languages subjects may be dropped. In my analysis, I 

identified the errors in English in Examples 6-13 as transfer primarily from L1 for several 

reasons. First, John consistently used ето (eto, “it”) in Russian L3 as a subject but 

consistently used conjugated present tense forms of “be” in English with no subject. 

Present tense “be” is omitted in Russian L3 but is not in Mandarin. In this way, I have 

interpreted John’s syntax in constructions where dummy subjects are required in 

English as an appropriation of Mandarin syntax. In impersonal constructions with 

dummy subjects, John treats the subject as not obligatory and the verb as obligatory. 

This reflects Mandarin syntax, in which subjects are dropped in this type of construction 

but the verb is not. Example 14 contains a token of a self-correction following a dropped 

dummy subject, which shows that John is aware of dummy subjects in English: 
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Example 14 
45 Nah, I think ∅ is k-, I think ∅ is, i- I think it is just like the classroom in America. 

 In Examples 15 and 16, John uses the phrase “make interaction” in place of 

“facilitate interaction,” which is a word-for-word translation from Mandarin: 

Example 15 
103 teacher that I think she must make more inter- interaction between us… 

Example 16 
118 we should pay more attention to the speaking part and to make more interaction 

Examples 15 and 16 show that there is the possibility of L1 as a source of transfer when 

there is a lapse in John’s L2 vocabulary. Alternatively, this could simply be an incorrectly 

learned word and the result of transfer of learning rather than cross-linguistic interaction. 

Errors due to L2—>L3 influence 

 Examples 17-22 involve lexical errors in Russian that appear to be transfer from 

English. Although it is possible that some of the lexical forms here may also be ascribed 

to Mandarin, I believe that the source of these is L2 because of John’s L3 language 

mode, in which English is very highly activated and Mandarin is only minimally 

activated. Additionally, the relatively similar typology and shared Latin vocabulary allows 

for more ready transfer from English than from Mandarin. 

Example 17 
16   И… Это  кратко 
       and   it      short 
       And… it’s short 
 
In Example 17, in referencing the duration of a time interval, the word John chose for 

short, кратко (‘kratko’, short) should be used only with lengths of physical objects and 
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not lengths of time. It is possible that this is transfer from English, since “short” can refer 

to both time intervals and object length. 

 In Examples 18-20, John used класс (‘klass’, grade level) to mean “class, 

course” which is a common error resulting from English lexical transfer. 

Example 18 
29   О,  я-  я     поступил      в   класс 
       Oh  I    I    matriculated   in   grade 
       Oh, I- I matriculated in a grade 
 
Example 19 
31   …русский класс. 
          Russian   grade 
       …Russian grade 
 
Example 20 
152 …н- н- н-  настоящий   русский  классы  в  Америке  только… 
       …r-  r-  r-       real           Russian   grades   in  America     only 
       …r r r real Russian grades in America only… 
 
Typically, errors resulting from transfer in lines 18-20 occur because Russian ‘klass’ and 

English “class” are false friends. This suggests transfer from English. 

 In Example 21, John used the word лев (‘lev’, lion) in an unusual context: 

Example 21 
38   Поэтому  я-  я    учил… эээ эээ… я   думаю  это базовый лев  русские  слова 
       Therefore I-   I   studied    uh  uh      I     think      it     basic     lion   Russian  words 
       Therefore I- I studied… uhh uhh… I think it’s basic lion Russian words 
 
Example 21 appears to be the result of the foreignizing of English “level.” It is possible 

that he simply forgot the Russian уровень (‘uroven’’, level) at the time (he uses ‘uroven’’ 

several times during our interview) and appropriated L2 lexicon as a possible solution. 

 Example 22 contains a short excerpt from our conversation in which John 

scaffolds an unknown verb by asking for the noun in English: 
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Example 2215 
J 141 Я думаю, что   русский  язык -    это предмет в Америке, надо... эээ... как 
                    I   think    that  Russian  language   it    subject   in  America  need     uh     how 
J 142 сказать.. ммм...... надо....... I am sorry 
                    to say      um        need 
         I think that the Russian language is a subject in America, needs… uh… how do  
         you say… um… needs….. I am sorry 
A 143 It's ok 
J 144 I- Is like... for further development I don't know how to say it in Russian. 
A 145 Развитие,      наверное 
                  development    probably 
       Development, probably 
J 146 Да,    развитие 
                  yes  development 
       Yes, development 
A 147 Мхмм 
                  Uh huh 
       Uh huh 
J 148 Надо   развивать   побольше   и    потому что  я   думаю… I’m sorry 
                   Need   to develop   some more and     because    I     think 
       Needs to develop some more and because I think… I’m sorry 
 
In Example 22, John switched to English to ask for the word “development,” which I 

provided (развитие, ‘razvitiye’, development). He then used the provided word to 

construct the verb (развивать, ‘razvivat’’, to develop) in line 148, which proved to be 

incorrect in context. This provides evidence for L2 as a source of lexical transfer in our 

interaction; John code switched to English to ask for a word, acknowledged that the 

word I provided was the one he sought, and then used the term in an incorrect context. 

Effects of L3—>L2 influence 

 There was one example in my data set that seemed to support the influence of 

Russian L3 on English L2. 

                                                
15 In Example 22, John’s speech is marked with a “J” and my speech is marked with an “A” to 
the left of the line numbers 
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Example 2316 
J 163 Но это очень... но  я думаю её очень  трудно... эээ..... (exhales loudly) трудно 
                   but   it    very     but  I   think    it    very    difficult    uh                                  difficult 
 164 выразить... э- эту проблему, потому что это очень... трудно... её очень it is 
                   to express   t-  this   problem       because    it     very      difficult     it    very 
 165 very complicated to express. 
       But it’s very… but I think it very difficult… uh… difficult to express… t- this problem,  
       because it’s very… difficult… it very it is very complicated to express 
A 166 Мхмм   мхмм,   да   выразить… 
                   Mhmm mhmm  yes  to express 
       Mhmm mhmm, yes, to express 
J 167 There are many different kind of problems. 

The code switching in Example 23 is very interesting because of the language that John 

produces in English. There appear to be two correct dummy subject constructions, one 

in line 164-165 (“it is very complicated to express”) and one in line 167 (“There are 

many different kind of problems”). This contrasts with the English portion of our 

interview, in which John consistently dropped dummy subjects. There are several 

possible explanations for this phenomenon. First, it is possible that John’s Russian 

competence somehow has a positive influence on his English syntax. Due to the 

demands of Russian inflection, it is plausible that John is more focused on form when 

he speaks Russian than when he speaks English. There may be a carry-over effect 

when John switches briefly to English, which would mean that there is evidence of 

syntactic influence of L3 on L2. A second explanation is that the utterance in lines 164-

165 is not a dummy subject construction at all, but that John meant “this is very 

complicated to express.” In this case, the “it” in line 164 is an error and it is difficult to 

support the notion of L3 to L2 transfer. A third possible explanation is that John simply 

                                                
16 In Example 23, John’s speech is marked with a “J” and my speech is marked with an “A” to 
the left of the line numbers 
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succeeded in forming a target-like construction this time and that he would make as 

many mistakes with dummy subjects when code switching as he would when speaking 

English only. Of these three explanations, I find the first most compelling. First, the 

context of John’s Russian in lines 163 and 164 show that he most likely meant “it is very 

complicated to express this problem,” which is a dummy subject construction. Secondly, 

John did not produce any correct dummy subject constructions in the English portion of 

our interview without self-correcting (and there was only one token of self correction). In 

my analysis, the fact that he produced two sentences with dummy subjects in 

succession without self correcting supports the first explanation. That L3 may have a 

positive influence on L2 syntax is an interesting observation and warrants additional 

study. 

Other patterns and errors 

 Some phenomena in the data set did not seem to be the result of transfer but 

were more idiosyncratic. John’s use of это (‘eto’, it (is), this (is), that (is), these (are), 

those (are)) deviates from target-like use in a number of ways. Russian ‘eto’ functions in 

a number of different roles, including demonstrative pronoun and particle in a subject 

role, and so mistakes with ‘eto’ can take many different, often idiosyncratic forms. In 

particular, John tends to overuse ‘eto’ and to use it in roles in which it should not 

function, resulting in error. 

Example 24 

2     Да,  я  учил   это,   я-   я-   я  учил    русский    язык     когда  я  был  в  Китае 
       yes, I  studied  it,     I-    I-    I  studied Russian  language  when   I  was   in China 
      Yes, I studied it, I- I- I studied the Russian language when I was in China 
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Example 25 
131 Ээээ  з-   эээ  з-  знаете      ли       Вы… 
        uhh   k-   uhh  k-   know    whether   you 
133 …э- э- это  русский сериал который называется  “Кухня”? 
           i-  i-    it    Russian  series    which       is called       Cuisine 
       Uhh d- uhh d- do you know i- i- it’s a Russian series that’s called “Cuisine”? 

In Examples 24 and 25, ‘eto’ is used in an object role, which requires that it be a neuter 

demonstrative pronoun. There is no referent for a neuter demonstrative pronoun in the 

discourse of either Example 24 or 25. 

 In Examples 26-30, ‘eto’ is used correctly as a subject, but John erroneously 

omits past tense forms of быть (‘byt’’, be) after ‘eto.’ Although it is grammatical to omit 

‘byt’’ in present tense, it is obligatory in past tense. 

Example 26 
11 Это… это..   я  думаю  это  э- э-  это  мой  первый   раз 
       it         it       I    think      it     i-  i-    it     my     first       time    
     It… it… I think it i- i- it’s my first time17 
 
Example 27 
22 Да,  это, это мой  втор-  второй   раз   ммм путешествовать     по     Россию. 
     yes   it      it     my   sec-    second  time    um        to travel          around   Russia 
     Yes, it, it’s my sec- second time… mmm to travel around Russia. 
 
Example 28 
36 Ммм… и    потому что   я  думаю  это, это  в  первом уровене. 
      um    and      because     I    think      it      it    in    first       level 
     Mmm… and because I think it, it’s in the first level.18 
 
Example 29 
46 Это очень  мало,  потому что  это  в  пер-  в  первом уровене… 
       it     very     little       because     it    in   fir-    in     first      level 
     It’s very little, because it’s in the fir- first level… 
                                                
17 Full response, “Because I traveled around Russia when I was only eleven. It… I think it’s my 
first time when I traveled around Russia.” 
18 Response to my request for John to describe what Russian class was like in China 
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Example 30 
65 …и    я   думаю  это  хорошeе    и     неза- забываемый впечатление. 
       and  I    think       it       good      and   unfo-   forgettable      impression 
     …and I think it’s a good and unfor- forgettable impression.19 

I have identified this pattern as relating to ‘eto’ because John consistently uses past 

tense ‘byt’ correctly with non-‘eto’ subjects but often omits ‘byt’ with subject ‘eto.’ 

 When forming adverb clauses, John often places a superfluous ‘eto’ before the 

clause. Examples 31-33 contain tokens of this error: 

Example 31 
18   Э- Только… я  думаю…   это   две  недели 
       o-    only        I    think          it      two   weeks     
       O- Only… I think… it’s for two weeks20 
 
Example 32 
46   Это   очень  мало, потому что  это  в  пер-  в   первом уровене 
         it       very    little      because      it    in   fir-    in     first       level 
       It’s very little, because it’s in the fir- first level21 
 
In Example 32, the superfluous ‘eto’ is the first one. 

Example 33 
59   …это…   это   семь     лет    назад… 
            it           it     seven  years     ago 
       …it’s… it’s seven years ago…22 
 
 Examples 34-43 contain the phrase “I think.” While not erroneous, this 

construction occurs very often and is worth consideration. 

Example 34 

                                                
19 Past tense here is necessary to maintain the past time frame John uses before this statement 
20 Response to question, “How long [were you in Russia]?” 
21 Response to question, “How often did you speak in class [in China]?” 
22 Full response, “I think that my trip to Russia, it’s seven years ago, made an impression to me” 
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23 Um, I think is from my infancy is while I was three years old I guess 
 
Example 35 
31 Ye-, I- I think is a common situation that, I mean the Chinese students are learning 
 
Example 36 
35 Well, I think is hard to answer it. Uh… 
 
Example 37 
45 Nah, I think is k-, I think is, i- I think it is just like the classroom in America 
 
Example 38 
58 Uhh… I think the test… I’m sorry I forgot a little bit… 
 
Example 39 
71 I didn’t practice it, because I use English every day so I think is is a kind of practice 
 
Example 40 
99 I think… I think the interaction is… i- i- is of vital importance 
 
Example 41 
101 But I think now.. but I think we take ad- advanced Russian now, I think that… the  
102 setback for this language I mean I just wanna suggest… our 
103 teacher that I think she must make more inter- interaction between us.. 
 
Example 42 
111 Mmmm… I think sp- speaking part… 
 
Example 43 
117 For example my Spanish class I think their weakness is i- i- it is like Russian class 
118 I think we should pay more attention to the s- speaking part… 

In total, there are 13 tokens of “I think” in the English portion of the interview, repetitions 

discounted. It does not appear that John uses “I think” for expressing an opinion but 

rather as a hesitation device. It is likely that this is a developmental error; “I think” is a 

memorized chunk that he has learned and now overuses as a discourse strategy to buy 
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time (see Eskildsen, 2008 for a discussion of Usage-Based Linguistics, which supports 

this notion).  

 Overuse of the equivalent of “I think” is also present in John’s L3. He uses the 

Russian equivalent я думаю (‘ya dumayu’, I think) nearly twice as often during our 

interview. Examples 44 through 64 contain the tokens of ‘ya dumayu’ from our 

conversation: 

Example 44 
11   Это… это… я  думаю   это э- э- это мой первый  раз 
        it         it       I     think       it   i-  i-   it     my    first      time 
       It… it… I think it i- i- it’s my first time 
 
Example 45 
18   Э- Только… я  думаю…   это   две  недели 
       o-    only        I    think          it      two   weeks     
       O- Only… I think… it’s for two weeks 
 
Example 46 
36 Ммм… и    потому что   я  думаю  это, это  в  первом уровене. 
      um    and      because     I    think      it      it    in    first       level 
     Mmm… and because I think it, it’s in the first level. 
 
Example 47 
38   Поэтому  я-  я    учил… эээ эээ… я   думаю  это базовый лев  русские  слова 
       Therefore I-   I   studied    uh  uh      I     think      it     basic     lion   Russian  words 
       Therefore I- I studied… uhh uhh… I think it’s basic lion Russian words 
 
Example 48 
57   И…  я  думаю  что… я   думаю,  что (coughs) что  моя поездка  в  Россию… 
       and  I     think    that    I      think     that               that   my      trip      to  Russia 
       And… I think that… I think, that (coughs) that my trip to Russia… 
 
 
Example 49 
65 …и    я   думаю  это  хорошeе    и     неза- забываемый впечатление. 
       and  I    think       it       good      and   unfo-   forgettable      impression 
     …and I think it’s a good and unfor- forgettable impression. 
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Example 50 
67   И    во-вторых, я   думаю   мне   очень нравится  русская литература… 
       and  secondly    I     think    to me   very    pleases    Russian   literature 
       And secondly, I think I really like Russian literature… 
 
Example 51 
75   Иии.. я думаю..  я думаю     э.. она.. ээ  называет…ся   Светлана Алексеевич 
       and    I   think      I   think       uh  she   uh      is called          Svetlana   Alekseevich 
       And… I think… I think uh… she… uh is… called Svetlana Alekseevich 
 
Example 52 
106 Ммм..  я  думаю  что   и     и    что  русский     язык    это предмет 
        um      I    think    that and and  that  Russian  language   it    subject 
        но   не   важный   предмет 
        but  not  important   subject 
       Mmm… I think that and and that Russian it’s a subject but not an important subject 
 
Example 53 
111  …поэтому… я   думаю  это э- э- э- это очень жалко. 
           therefore    I      think     it    i-  i-  i-   it     very   pitifully 
       …therefore I think it i- i- i- it’s a pity. 
 
Example 54 
141 Я  думаю что  русский   язык -    это предмет  в  Америке, надо, ээ 
        I   think    that  Russian  language   it    subject    in  America   need  uh 
       I think that Russian, it’s a subject in America, needs, uh… 
 
Example 55 
148 Надо   развивать   побольше   и    потому что  я   думаю… I’m sorry 
       Need   to develop   some more and     because    I     think 
       Needs to develop some more and because I think… I’m sorry 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 56 
151 …Но я думаю 
          but  I   think 
152 сейчас настоящий н н настоящий русский классы  в  Америке только учители 
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          now        real         r  r      real         Russian  grades  in  America     only    teachers 
      …But I think 
       now real r r real Russian grades in America only teachers… 
 
Example 57 
154 только учебники,  но   я   думаю  это  не   х-   не  не  хватает 
         only     textbooks  but   I     think      it    not  e-  not not  enough 
       only textbooks, but I think it’s not e- not not enough 
 
Example 58 
156 Я   думаю…  я   думаю   изучать   другой     язык    иностранный     язык 
        I     think        I     think      to study    other    language       foreign       language 
       I think… I think to study another language, a foreign language… 
 
Example 59 
163 Но это очень… но  я  думаю  её  очень трудно… эээ… трудно  выразить 
       but  it    very      but  I    think     it    very    difficult     uh      difficult  to express 
       But this is very… but I think it’s very difficult… eee… difficult to express 
 
Example 60 
178 Я   думаю…  есть… я   думаю  Москва  это… это очень  шумно… 
        I     think          is        I     think    Moscow   it        it     very    noisily 
       I think… there’s… I think Moscow it’s… it’s very noisily… 
 
Example 61 
180 …на в городе. И    Санкт-Петербург, я  думаю  в этом городе есть много… ээ 
           on in  city     And   Saint Petersburg   I    think    in  this    city       is     many    uh   
       …on in the city. And Saint Petersburg, I think in that city there’s a lot of… uh… 
 
Example 62 
185 И… (coughs)   и  я   думаю  очень…  это очень тихий… 
       and                and I     think     very         it    very    quiet 
       And (coughs) and I think very… it’s very quiet… 
 
 
 
 
Example 63 
194 Но  я    бы    не  хотел    жить   в  Иркутске  потому что  я  думаю  
       but  I   would not wanted  to live  in     Irkutsk       because     I   think 
       это очень сухой 
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         it     very    dry 
       But I wouldn’t want to live in Irkutsk because I think it’s a very dry [city] 
 
Example 64 
201 Но,  но природа  в  Иркутске   а   на Байкале очень красива… Я так думаю. 
       but  but   nature    in   Irkutsk    and  at   Baikal     very   beautiful     I   so    think 
       But, but the nature in Irkutsk and at Baikal is very beautiful. I think so. 

In total, there are 21 tokens of ‘ya dumayu’, repetitions discounted, in Examples 44 

through 64. It appears that this is a discourse strategy that John has appropriated into 

Russian L3 from his study of other languages, likely English L2. This is not the most 

idiomatic phrase, and certainly not the only one, for expressing opinions in Russian and 

is not usually taught in Russian textbooks. In this way, ‘ya dumayu’ is not the result of 

L2 transfer but of a discourse chunk that John found useful in L2 and now uses in L3. 

 The final pattern to be considered from the data set is the disparity in John’s use 

of non-present verb tenses in English L2 and Russian L3. In English, John formed only 

three grammatically correct past tense constructions, while the rest of his verbs were in 

present tense. In Russian, John formed 16 correct past tense constructions, one correct 

utterance in the conditional mood, and used future tense once (although in an incorrect 

context). This is interesting because it seems that John’s ability to use accurate verb 

tenses is much lower in English than it is in Russian. The reason for this is not clear, 

although a contributing factor may concern the markedness of many English verbs in 

past tense (i.e. irregular past tense forms) and past participles. This contrasts with the 

unmarkedness of Russian verbs in past tense, which are very regular. John may find it 

easier to apply a regular past tense rule via verb conjugation in L3 than to memorize 

distinct irregular past tense forms in L2. 
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Discussion 

 To what extent do the identified examples of cross-linguistic influence in John’s 

speech agree or disagree with previous studies on cross-linguistic influence? First, I 

found the concept of language modes (Grosjean, 2001) useful in conceptualizing which 

patterns of transfer were to be expected in the data set. Analysis of the variables 

affecting language mode resulted in a prediction that was generally correct; I expected 

to see some L1 Mandarin influence in L2 English and quite a lot of L2 English influence 

in L3 Russian. This trend was reflected in my results, but there was also significant 

deviation from the proposed language modes. First, there was quite a lot of evidence of 

L1 influence in John’s L2 when I expected there to be minor evidence. Secondly, I found 

evidence of influence from L3 in John’s L2 when I expected no evidence to be present. 

This confirms the notion of bidirectional influence in L3 acquisition (Kecskes & Papp, 

2000; Cenoz, 2001) and also shows that cross-linguistic influence in L3 acquisition is 

very complex. The results suggest that scope of the predictability of influence based on 

observable variables is limited. 

 There has been a trend in L3 acquisition research to identify L1 privilege in L3 

syntax and L2 privilege in L3 lexicon. In this study, no L1 Mandarin—>L3 Russian 

transfer phenomena were identified and all L2 English—>L3 Russian transfer 

phenomena were lexical. Generally speaking, this appears to support previous research 

given the scope of this study. More interesting was the influence of L1 and L3 on L2; it 

appears that John appropriates both syntax and lexicon from his L1 Mandarin when 
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speaking L2 English, and there was also evidence suggesting L3 Russian affected 

John’s L2 English syntax, especially during the code switch in Example 23. This 

observation is very interesting in that, due to the bidirectionally of cross-linguistic 

transfer, the study of additional languages after L2 may actually benefit L2 in concrete, 

observable ways. I believe this warrants further research into the possible retrograde 

influence of additional languages. 

 In addition to identifiable transfer phenomena, there were several patterns that I 

was unable to attribute to a transfer source. The first of these was John’s errors with 

‘eto’ in Examples 24-33. Russian ‘eto’ is an unusual function word in that it can function 

as a demonstrative, a subject particle, and a subject-predicate connector depending on 

the context in which it is used. It is not surprising that John often commits errors with 

this word and it is likely that students from diverse linguistic backgrounds experience 

difficulties in the usage of ‘eto.’ John’s overuse of “I think” and the Russian equivalent 

‘ya dumayu’, in my analysis, is not the result of cross-linguistic transfer; these phrases 

are memorized chunks that are used as hesitation devices. Finally, the disparity in non-

present verb tenses in L2 English and L3 Russian is likely the result of avoidance of 

irregular past tense forms in English. John may use avoidance as a strategy of 

communication in this context because he finds the irregularity of English verbs in past 

tense difficult to produce accurately. John does not need to avoid past tense in Russian 

because Russian past tense formation is very regular and easy to generalize. These 

idiosyncrasies are not attested to in the literature because the study of cross-linguistic 

influence at the macro level overlooks individual variation in learner competence. 
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Implications 

 It is important for teachers to be aware of the importance of individuality in 

language learning. If we teach each student identically and without some allowance for 

individuality, we risk ineffectuality in instruction and frustration in our students. For this 

reason, we should be sensitive to the language of our students beyond the usual 

spectrum of predicted errors. In John’s case, this study has yielded very useful 

information that a teacher could use to help him improve. First, the overuse of ‘I think’ 

and ‘ya dumayu’ could be targeted through speaking activities in which he is taught to 

monitor his hesitation devices and expand the discourse strategies he uses. An analysis 

of his Russian shows that John is able to use complex verb tenses and moods correctly 

in a fusional language, presumably due to regular verb endings, but seems to struggle 

with the irregular verbs of English. This means that John may benefit greatly from 

exercises that target irregular verb forms in spoken English. John’s Russian instructors 

could target subject-role ‘eto’ to address the inconsistencies in John’s use. Since John’s 

communicative competence is rather high, these errors may go unnoticed in the 

classroom environment. In this way, case studies are useful in uncovering error patterns 

in students that may otherwise go unnoticed. 

 Additional case studies on the learner language of individual students will benefit 

research in many ways. They will help expand our understanding of interlanguage and 

the workings of the latent psychological structure. Case studies can also help test the 

hypotheses generated by studies on groups of learners and thereby inform future 
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studies. In sum, the case study should play an important role in third language 

acquisition research and conducting future case studies will greatly benefit the field. 

Limitations 

 Since the data for this study were collected in a single session, the interview 

cannot be considered a complete picture of John’s language ability and should be 

considered a limited representation of cross-linguistic influence in John’s speech. The 

CAF analysis, while helpful in assessing John’s language capacity, is not a substitute 

for a Russian proficiency test, which would give a much clearer representation of John’s 

Russian proficiency. Additionally, I do not share John’s L1 and do not speak Russian as 

a native language, and so my analysis of the data was necessarily influenced by my 

Mandarin and Russian informants. In the course of analyzing my data, I did not conduct 

a stimulated recall, which may have helped clarify some of the dubiety in my results. 
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Appendix A, Questions from first interview 

• What is your native language? 

• What other languages do you speak? 

• Did you learn English in your home country? 

• How old were you when you started learning English? 

• Why did you start learning English? 

• Can you describe a typical English class when you studied in your home country? 

• What do you do now to learn English? 

• Do you speak English with your siblings? 

• If I were your English teacher, what would you want to tell me about yourself, about 

how you learn? 

 

• Учил ли ты русский в Китае? 

• Сколько тебе было лет когда ты начал учить русский язык? 

• Почему ты решил учить русский язык? 

• Описывай, пожалуйста, типичный русский урок в Китае. Что делают студенты 

на уроке? 

• Чем занимаешься сейчас улучшить русский язык? 

• Говоришь ли русский с членами твоей семьи? 

• Если бы я был твоим русским преподавателем, что тебе хотелось бы 

рассказать о себе или о том, как ты учишься? 
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Appendix B, CAF Analysis 

Table 1. Complexity analysis, mean type-token ratio 

Segment Types Tokens Mean Type-Token Ratio 

English 1, lines 35-64,  
96 words 

55 96 0.57 

Russian 1, lines 34-55, 
73 words 

42 73 0.58 

English 2, lines 66-80,  
62 words 

47 62 0.76 

Russian 2, lines 104-137, 
72 words 

42 72 0.58 

 
 
 
 

Table 2. Accuracy analysis, errors per AS-unit 

Language Total errors Total AS-units Errors/AS-unit 

English 39 53 0.74 

Russian 60 78 0.77 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Fluency analysis, percentage of AS-units containing a false start 

Language Total false starts Total AS-units Percentage AS-units 
containing a false start 

English 6 53 11.3 

Russian 15 78 19.2 
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Appendix C, English Interview Transcript23 

A 1   Um, so tell me what is your native language? 
 
J 2   Um my native language is uh Chinese Mandarin 
 
A 3   Mandarin Chinese?  
 
J 4   Mhmm 
 
A 5   Fantastic and um is that the language that you speak at home as well? 
 
J 6   Yeah, but I also speak Cantonese at public schools 
 
A 7   mhmm. Interesting, so was that, uh, a req- so do you live in the south of China then?  
 8   or where are you from in China? 
 
J 9   No, I'm from Hong Kong 
 
A 10 Oh, from Hong Kong. Interesting. Ok, very very good. Um.. what other languages do  
 11 you speak? 
 
J 12 Uh.. I speak English, and Russian I'm studying, and Spanish, yep, I'm studying. Yeah 
 
A 13 Great! 
 
J 14 So… 
 
A 15 Interesting, uh, did you learn English in school in your home country? in, in China? 
 
J 16 Uh, yeah 
 
A 17 mhmm 
 
J 18 mhmm 
 
A 19 Interest- 
 
J 20 At school 
 
A 21 At school, you did? 
 22 Um, and how old were you when you started learning English? 
 
J 23 Um, I think 's from my infancy is while I was three years old, I guess 
  

                                                
23 In Appendices C and D, “J” marks John’s speech and “A” marks my speech 
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A 24 mhmm, and were you- was that at s- uh at a school? Or did you learn to speak  
 25 English at home the first time? How did you start when you- 
 
J 26 No I had kindergarten 
 
A 27 Mmmmm, ok, so kindergarten 
 
J 28 mhmm 
 
A 29 interesting, so do many people in China start learning English at three years old, or  
 30 is that unusual? 
 
J 31 Ye-, I- I think is a common situation that, uh, I mean the Chinese students are 
 32 learning English since infancy 
 
A 33 Mhmm, great, how interesting, ok. Um, so tell me about a typical English class in 
 34 China, uh, what do the students do? What does the teacher do? ... In the classroom. 
 
J 35 Well, I think is hard to answer it. Uh… 
 
A 36 Well we can just start with um maybe talk about how many students are usually in a  
 37 classroom 
 
J 38 Mm, 30 or 40… 
 
A 39 mhmm 
 
J 40 ...students in a classroom 
 
A 41 mhmm, and one teacher? 
 
J 42 Yeah 
 
A 43 Interesting um and so during this class wh what is a typical like classroom procedure 
 44 look like? So the students come to class, the class starts and what happens? 
 
J 45 Nah, I think is k-, I think is, i- I think it is just like the classroom in America. Uh there  
 46 is one teacher and several students and the teacher talk to you and imparting you 
 47 the knowledge of the English grammar and, is just like that and we have some 
 48 activities to [praksish] to practice your speaking… 
 
A 49 mhmm, great and um… 
 
J 50 is like that 
 
A 51 is it uh would you say that most of the time the teacher is talking? or is it a lot of you 
 52 working together with your classmates in smaller groups? 
 
J 53 uh... is half and half… 
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A 54 Half and half? 
 
J 55 uh huh 
 
A 56 Interesting, great, great. Um... what does- what do- what do tests- what are tests 
 57 usually like in English class? 
 
J 58 Uhh... I think the test... I'm sorry I forgot a little bit… 
 
A 59 No, no problem 
 
J 60 I remember that we have grammar session and listening and speaking and writing 
 
A 61 And writing as well? 
 
J 62 ...on different topics 
 
A 63 Mhmm, and is it usually, uh, a paper test? Or do you, uh, have tests where you… 
 
J 64 Oh, is paper test 
 
A 65 Paper test, ok... Um... what do you do now to learn English or improve your English? 
 
J 66 I read [PST] Shakespeare's uh.. maybe different kind of play...  
 
A 67 Mhmm 
 
J 68 ...and I.. and some English novels, for example Jane Eyre is my favorite British novel 
 
A 69 Interesting, so you read a lot, um, do you- what do you do to, uh, work on your 
 70 speaking skills? 
 
J 71 I'm sorry I didn't practice it, no, because I use English every day, every time so I think 
 72 is is a kind of practice… 
 
A 73 Absolutely 
 
J 74 ...I presume 
 
A 75 Absolutely, so you like to read, um, and you do that, do you write a lot...  
 
J 76 Yeah 
 
A 77 ...in English? 
 
J 78 There are many paperwork to do… 
 
A 79 Mhmm 
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J 80 ...right now because I am a college student so… 
 
A 81 So for classes and that sort of thing uh do you ever speak English with your siblings? 
 
J 82 No 
 
A 83 Never? 
 
J 84 Never 
 
A 85 Not even, uh, a long time ago? just never speak… 
 
J 86 Never 
 
A 87 Interesting, or any family members? 
 
J 88 No 
 
A 89 Ok. Um, let's see. If I were your English teacher… 
 
J 90 Mhmm 
 
A 91 ...what would you want to tell me about yourself and how you learn? 
 
J 92 Uh... I'm sorry, I don't know… 
 
A 93 It's ok, take a minute to think about it. You can take your time. 
 
J 94 Maybe you can give me some hint…? 
 
A 95 Well, when you think about your learning style and how you like to learn languages,  
 96 and you have so much experience with learning languages...  
 
J 97 Mhmm 
 
A 98 ...um, what would you, yeah, what would you say that you like to do to learn… 
 
J 99 I think... I think the interaction is… i- i- is of vital importance. 
 
A 100 Mhmm 
 
J 101 S- But I think now... but I think we take ad- advanced Russian now, I think that... the  
 102 setback for this language I mean I just wanna suggest Nadya... Nady- Nadyezda 
 103 our teacher that I think she must make more inter- interaction between us… 
 
A 104 Absolutely 
 
J 105 ...just to practice our oral speaking. 
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A 106 Interesting, ok, so more interaction is important. 
 
J 107 Yeah. 
 
A 108 What about your particular learning style. What do you like to do to improve your 
 109 your English skills particularly? What would you like to do in a classroom if you 
 110 were to take an English class for example? 
 
J 111 Mmmm... I think sp- speaking part… 
 
A 112 Mhmm 
 
J 113 We must take more attention to it. 
 
A 114 Mhmm, and do you feel more comfortable with with reading and writing more? 
 
J 115 Yeah 
 
A 116 Mhmm, than speaking. Ok. 
 
J 117 For example, my Spanish class, I think... their weakness is... i- i- it is like Russian 
 118 class. I think we should pay more attention to the s- speaking part and to make 
 119 more interaction between the teacher and the students. 
 
A 120 Mhmm 
 
J 121 Not just between the students. Among the students. 
 
A 122 Right. Great, thank you. 
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Appendix D, Russian Interview Transcript 
 

A 1   Ты учил ли русский в Китае? 
 
J 2   Да, я учил это, я- я- я учил русский язык когда я был в Китае 
 
A 3   Интересно, сколько тебе было лет когда начал учить русский язык? 
 
J 4   Только один год. Эээ... В прошлом году. 
 
A 5   мхмм 
 
J 6   я начал учить русский язык. 
 
A 7   Ах, хорошо. И почему ты решил учить русский язык? 
 
J 8   Ммм... потому что мне очень нравится русская культура 
 
A 9   мхмм… 
 
J 10 и потому я- я путешествовал по рус... ааа по Россию когда я был... когда 
 11 мне только было аааа одиннадцать лет. Это... это... я думаю это э- э- это мой 
 12 первый раз когд-... когда я путешествовал по рус. По Россию. 
 
A 13 Интересно. И как долго ты был в ру- в России? 
 
J 14 В России? 
 
A 15 Мхмм. Как долго? 
 
J 16 И... Это кратко. 
 
A 17 Кратко, мхмм 
 
J 18 Э- Только... я думаю... это две недели 
 
A 19 Мхмм, только две недели. Интересно. И ммм... ну... и… 
 
J 20 И втора- второй раз я путешествовал, я... я яй... я [яйъесию] на Байкал. Это 
 
A 21 На Байкал? Ммм 
 
J 22 Да, это, это мой втор- второй раз ммм путешествовать по Россию. 
 
A 23 Интересно. И ммм где кроме Байкала ты был в России? 
 
J 24 Ммм? 
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A 25 Где в России кроме Байкала ты был? 
 
J 26 Ммм... я был в Москве, мм в Сан- в Санкт-Петербурге и в Иркутске. 
 
A 27 И в Иркутске тоже. Интересно. Ммм... хорошо! И ммм ну... Китай да... но ты 
 28 ммм.... ты сидел в курсах в Китае или сам учил русский язык? 
 
J 29 О, я- я- я поступил в класс… 
 
A 30 Аааа 
 
J 31 ...русский класс. Но это был первый уровень. 
 
A 32 Ммм интересно. Если можешь описывай пожалуйста типичный русский урок в 
 33 Китае. Что вы делают на уроке? 
 
J 34 Мне... мне надо описать? 
 
A 35 Мхмм 
 
J 36 Ммм... и потому что я думаю это, это в первом уровене. 
 
A 37 Мхмм 
 
J 38 Поэтому я, я учил... эээ... эээ... я думаю это басовый (лев?) русские слова… 
 
A 39 Мхмм 
 
J 40 ...например лет, кот, ээээ лист, и... кошка… 
 
A 41 Мхмм 
 
J 42 ...например так далее 
 
A 43 И грамматику тоже? 
 
J 44 И грамматика. И грамматику тоже я учу. 
 
A 45 Мхмм. И как часто вы разговаривали? Эээ на уроке? Часто? Не часто? 
 
J 46 Это очень мало, потому что это в пер- в первом уровене… 
 
A 47 Мхмм 
 
J 48 ...поэтому я не мо- я не могу разговаривать с- эээ с- например с руссками   
 49 друзьями… 
 
A 50 Мхмм 
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J 51 ...мы часто н- не могу. 
 
A 52 Мммм, интересно. 
 
J 53 Но и- но я то- эээ я могу сейчас но я не, я не мог… 
 
A 54 Мхмм 
 
J 55 ...в прошлом году когда я был в Китае. 
 
A 56 Интересно. И почему ты выбрал учить русский язык? 
 
J 57 И... я думаю что... я думаю, что (кашляет) что моя поездка в Россию… 
 
A 58 Мхмм 
 
J 59 ...это... это семь лет назад… 
 
A 60 Мхмм 
 
J 61 ммм... (неслышно) воздил мне ээ впечатление мой... ээээ… 
 
A 62 Мхмм 
 
J 63 …впечатление... 
 
A 64 Да 
 
J 65 ...и я думаю это хорошее и неза- забываемый впечатление. 
 
A 66 Хорошо! 
 
J 67 И во-вторых, я думаю мне очень нравится русская литература… 
 
A 68 Ммм… 
 
J 69 И мне очень нравится, ммм, русский писатель Лев Толстой. 
 
A 70 Толстой, мхмм. И какие ещё? Ммм 
 
J 71 Ещё? 
 
A 72 Да, писатели тебе нравятся. 
 
J 73 Енисей 
 
A 74 Нисей, мхмм 
 
J 75 Иии... я думаю... я думаю э... она... ээ называет...ся Светлана Алексеевич... И  
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 76 (exhales loudly) 
 
A 77 Да… 
 
J 78 И она как раз получила Нобелевскую премию… 
 
A 79 Да, да я- я слышал это… 
 
J 80 ...по литературе 
 
A 81 ...это хорошо. Да да, я... я не... я я пока не читал книгу эээ… 
 
J 82 Да потому что книгу... она, она не... она не- не так знакома эээ в Америке и... 
 83 и... и в Китае тоже. 
 
A 84 И в Китае тоже. Хорошо, хорошо. Ну... говоришь ли русский язык с членами 
 85 твоей семьи? 
 
J 86 Ммм... Моя семья? 
 
A 87 Мхмм. 
 
J 88 Ээээ... эээ моя мама... э мо- моя мама занимает...ся, эээ, архитектурой… 
 
A 89 Мхмм, мхмм 
 
J 90 И мой папа занимает... и и мой папа... он - академист 
 
A 91 Мммм, интересно. 
 
J 92 И он занимает компьютер. 
 
A 93 Мхмм. И говоришь ли русский с ними? 
 
J 94 Нет. 
 
A 95 Нет? 
 
J 96 Нет. 
 
A 97 Ммм, хорошо. 
 
J 98 Потому что они не мо- ээ эээ э они не могут. 
 
A 99 Эээээ, ясно, ясно. Только ты. 
 
J 100 Только по английский. 
 
A 101 Мхмм, хаха 
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J 102 И Китайский. 
 
A 103 И китайский. Мм. ну чем занимаешься сейчас улучшить э твой русский язык? 
 
J 104 Улучшить? 
 
A 105 Мхмм, улучшить. Стать лучше. 
 
J 106 Ммм... я думаю, что... и и что русский язык, это предмет, но это не важный 
 107 предмет в Америке. 
 
A 108 Мхмм 
 
J 109 Эээ особенно в, эээ.. э в институтах, эээ американских институтах… 
 
A 110 Мхмм 
 
J 111 ...поэтому... я думаю это э- э- э- это очень жалко.  
 
A 112 Ммм да. 
 
J 113 Очень жалко. 
 
A 114 Да, жалко. Ээээ.. 
 
J 115 И... я... поэтому я... я попробую эээ получить возможности чтобы 
 116 разговаривать с- эээ с- р- русскими друзьями… 
 
A 117 Мхмм 
 
J 118 ...и э, э, русскими учителями... эээ... почаще. 
 
A 119 Вот, да. Хочешь, ну... ты хотел бы говорить побольше, да? 
 
J 120 Да 
 
A 121 Ну, сейчас ты чи- читаешь много? 
 
J 122 Да 
 
A 123 Да? 
 
J 124 Мхмм 
 
A 125 Интересно. Читаешь, ну, слушаешь радио? Или смотришь кино? Или что ещё 
 126 де- делаешь чтобы улучшить…? 
 
J 127 Ммм... смотрю, э, в русский сериал. 
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A 128 Мхмм 
 
J 129 И.. и в русскую комедию 
 
A 130 Мхмм 
 
J 131 Ээээ з- эээ з- знаете ли Вы… 
 
A 132 Мхмм 
 
J 133 ...э э это в русский сериал который называется “Кухня"? 
 
A 134 "Кухня?" Да, я это не знаю. 
 
J 135 Да это очень известная комед- к- комедия в России. 
 
A 136 Хорошо! Ну...  
 
J 137 Мне очень интересно 
 
A 138...значит надо смотреть, да? Да, да стоит, стоит смотреть. Хорошо. И ээ  
 139 последную. Ээ если бы я был твоим русским преподавателем, что тебе 
 140 хотелось бы рассказать о себе или о том как ты учишься? 
 
J 141 Я думаю, что русский язык - это предмет в Америке, надо... эээ... как 
 142 сказать.. ммм...... надо....... I am sorry 
 
A 143 It's ok 
 
J 144 I- Is like... for further development I don't know how to say it in Russian. 
 
A 145 Развитие, наверное 
 
J 146 Да, развитие 
 
A 147 Мхмм 
 
J 148 Надо развивать побольше и потому что я думаю... I'm sorry 
 
A 149 Нет, нет, нет! Всё хорошо! Это трудно... трудная вопрос, трудный вопрос, 
 150 хахаха. Ну... как ты... как ты любишь учить русский язык? 
 
J 151 Я люблю читать газет- газеты, например и... иии не- не только учебники. Но 
 152 я думаю сейчас настоящий н- н- н- настоящий русский классы в Америке 
 153 только у- учители... только преподаватели... эээ... э э э уч- у- у- учит... у- учит 
 154 нам, э, читать учебники только учебники, но я думаю это не х- не не хватает 
 
A 155 Мхмм 
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J 156 Я думаю... я думаю изучать другой язык и- иностранный язык нужно... ээ... н- 
 157 нужно ч- читать больше… 
 
A 158 Мхмм 
 
J 159 ...читать газеты и читать... ээ... например романы. 
 
A 160 Мхмм. Да. 
 
J 161 И... да 
 
A 162 Мхмм, интересно. И… 
 
J 163 Но это очень... но я думаю её очень трудно... эээ..... (exhales loudly) трудно 
 164 выразить... э- эту проблему, потому что это очень... трудно... её очень it is 
 165 very complicated to express. 
 
A 166 Мхмм мхмм, да выразить… 
 
J 167 There are many different kind of problems. 
 
A 168 Мхмм хорошо хорошо, и если бы ты жил в России где.. э.. где хотел бы жить? 
 
J 169 Мхмм... нет, я не хочу. 
 
A 170 Аааа. Но, если бы ты жил в России... ну... представляй здесь. Ааа, ну, если 
 171 бы ты жил в России где бы жил? Ааа, на ка- а в каком городе я имею в виду. 
 
J 172 Ммм, в Санкт... Петербурге. 
 
A 173 Мхмм. Ты бы жил в Санкт-Петербурге? 
 
J 174 Да да. 
 
A 175 Интересно. Почему? 
 
J 176 И потому что, потому что я не... я не люблю Москву. 
 
A 177 Ммм 
 
J 178 Я думаю... есть... я думаю Москва это... это очень шумно… 
 
A 179 Мхмм 
 
J 180 …на в городе. И Санкт-Петербург, я думаю в этом городе есть много... эээ 
 181 з-... много з- зданий... много западных зданий… 
 
A 182 Мхмм 
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J 183 ...да. И очень красиво. 
 
A 184 Мхмм 
 
J 185 И... (coughs) и я думаю очень... это очень тихий… 
 
A 186 Мхмм 
 
J 187 ...и не не такой сухой город. 
 
A 188 Вот, да. Но точно! хаха. Там даже влажно, потому что там есть море и река, 
 189 ну, Нева, как как ты знаешь… 
 
J 190 Да 
 
A 191 Ты был в Санкт-Петербурге, да? 
 
J 192 Да 
 
A 193 Да, там красиво. Без- безумно красиво. 
 
J 194 Но я я бы не хотел жить в Иркутске, потому что я думаю это очень сухой  
 195 город… 
 
A 196 Мхмм 
 
J 197 ...и... и это не это не академический... э центр в России… 
 
A 198 Вот 
 
J 199 ...поэтому это как бедный город.  
 
A 200 Мхмм 
 
J 201 Но, но природа но (прирога) в Иркутске а на Байкале очень красива... я так  
 202 думаю. 
 
A 203 Ммм 
 
J 204 Много леса, так. 
 
A 205 И тебе не было бы тяжело жить в Сибири? 
 
J 206 Нет. 
 
A 207 Хаха, хорошо 


